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University of New Mexico head
. football coach Rudy Feldman has been
advised that he will not be retained in that
position after Jan. 31, 1974.
Feldman was notified by memorandum
from the office of UNM President Dr.
Ferrel Heady Thursday that his contract,
which has three years to run, will not be
extended past Jan. 31, 197 4.
Heady's memorandum read as follows:
This memorandum is official
notification that you will not be
continued as Head Football Coach at the
University of New Mexico beyond
January 31, 1974, the expiration date of
your current annual contract. This action

is being taken on the recommendation of
both the incoming and outgoing Athletic
Directors, concurred in by the Athletic
CounciL
I regret that we have not been able so
far to reach a mutually satisfactory
agreement concen1ing contractual issues,.
and am requesting the University's legal
counsel to continue discussions with you
and your counsel on these matters.
Feldman coached six years at New
Mexico with an overall record of 24 wins,
37 losses and two ties. His teams finished
16-20 in Western Athletic Conference
play in that span.
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Gerald Ford Confirmed· 40th Veep
In House Vote387-35Yesterday
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Gerald Rudolph Ford was
sworn in as 40th Vice President of the United States
Thursday by Chief Justice Warren Burger in historic
ceremonies in the House of Representatives.
The simple but dramatic event, the first in the nation's history
where Congress confirmed a Vice President, was televised Jive
nalionttlJ:;r aml·&Ltended by Prc:ddent Nixon and o Lher dignitaries.
It came within an hour after the House, by a vote of 387 to 35,
confirmed one of its own for the nation's second highest office.
The swearing-in filled the vacancy in the Vice Presidency
created when Spiro T. Agnew resigned Oct. 10 after pleading no
contest to one count of tax evasion.
HI am deeply grateful to you Mr. President, for the trust and
confidence your nomination implied," Ford said in a brief
acceptance speech. ''You have my support and loyalty."
The former House Republican leader placed his hand on .a
Bible owned by his son Michael, a seminary student, and held by
his wife Betty.
In addition to the President, the Cabinet, the diplomatic corps
and the Supreme Court witnessed the swearing-in which was

conducted before a joint meeting of Congress.
Ford repeated the identical oath he had taken 13 times
previously as a member of Congress.
Ford also spoke directly to Speaker Carl Albert, to Burger, to
his wife and then to his colleagues in deep sentimental terms and
said "at this moment of visible and living unity I see only
Americans."
"l like what I see. I am not djscouraged. I am indeed humble to
be the 40th Vice President of the United States but I am proud,
very proud, to be one of 200 million Americans,'' Ford said.
The House Republican leader won confirmation from his
colleagues in late afternoon by a vote of 387-35. The opposition
came entirely from Democrats and chiefly from California, New
York and Massac;husetts.
Of the 16 Blacks in the House, only one-Rep. Andrew Young,
D-Ga.-voted for Ford. The new Vice President's civil rights
voting record had been criticized during the historic House and
Senate confirmation hearings.
Rep. Peter Rodino, D·N.J., chairman of the Judiciary
Committee which conducted the House hearings, shocked his
colleagues by announcing that he could not support Ford.
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Deep Throat At the Candy Machine

'

By KARL VERA
"the candy machines, ha ha, that's
Downstairs in the SUB furmy." I didn't get the joke. To
basement with a row of vending convince me of its inherent
machines staring at me with· their humor, the editor asked me to do
nicotine-stain colored a story on these infernal munchy
advertisements, ghastly dispensers. And, as I watch this
daguerrotypes of ersatz food, monstrosity gobble down an array
when this unwieldy balloongut of chocolate goodies, I stiJI don't
lumbers in from the pool room. get the joke.
He's a two-seater the size of a . UNTIL I REALIZED that it
Suma wrestler, king Adipose, a would be an insult, I was going to
walking heart attack. His face has ask him a few questions about
the texture of an undercooked why he frequents these
sausage patty; his throatskin is servomatons. The answer is clear
bloated into toadlike proportions, enough without inquiring. To
giving one the impression he is keep a massive feed·bin like that
trying to swallow his chin. moving the poor guy has to
Gripping his cue·stick like a club, pr~ctically strap- a candy machine
he heaves up to the CIPastryshop" on his·~ back the way astronauts
carry oxygen tanks for survival.
machine.
I try to avert my eyes, but I Oh well, I'll wait for the nextcan't. Like any decent citizen f hunger artist.
llere he comes .. Dapper, right
should quit ogling him and leave.
Being a· reporte1· for the Lobo, out of the hail· stylist's chair, he
however, excludes me from that ·swaggers up to the towering line
category.. So I sit here rueing the of vending machines with the
day (last Wednesday) when I deportment of an efficiency
wandered into the oWce. There I expert. He buys a couple of
Wl:ls, slumped over my typewriter, crunchy bars. This dude has style.
half•drunk and dreamy; when the He slides the Jumpy candy bar
editor charges in through the door into his mouth the same way he
howling about how the Zeusman smoothly dropped the dime into
.upstairs is not pleased with us, the slot. I can almost hear the soft
hoW he wryly suggested that the chocolate "squish" as it hits his
staff get on the ball and cover vocal chords.
·
something, anything, even if it be
I run up to him. "Excuse me,
the candy machines.
may I ask you a few questions? I
4 '.'Ha
.ha /' everyQ.DM laughed; am .doing .a story for the Lo , :";".

"Sorry, I've got to split."
"Wait! Let me at least catch
how you unravel tha·t other candy
bar."
"What?"
"No, really. It's fascinating.
You should have seen the guy
before you ravage a 'Wonko's
Super Skrunch.' He laid it to
waste. Now the girl before him
was different. She peeled her
'Coconut Log' like a banana. You
see ..•. Hey, wait!"
GONE. SIGHING, I glumly
return to my observatiotl post. I
don't have long to wait, though.
Enclosed in a nimbus cloud of
cigarette smoke, a nervous
ninety-pound wreck minces his
way through the door. He strikes
me as an automated cadaver. Must
be tailing off from an all-night
speed binge of desperate
cramming. His> eyes look like two
bed springs, his gaunt face has the
pallor of a neon -light. He's in bad
shape. He not only needs
sustenance, he needs a blood
,
transfusion.
His hand slips a couple of times
as he cluthces at the "Fried Pork
Rinds" button. "Plop.'' Before
the sanipackaged fat clusters can
settle in the wombyawn of the
manna machine he snatches the
bag and rips it in half. All over the
floor.~ "Crunch, crunch," he
·(Ootitinued on•page 6) '
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Guest Column

Opinions expressed are those of the
author solely and not necessarily those
of the Lobo or UNM.
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

Ed. Dean Meeting

o
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editorial ·

Senate Business and Other Junk
The student senate passed a resolution
calling for the support of Cesar Chavez
and UFW. The senate asked for the
boycott of Boone's Farm wines; Gallo
wines; Thunderbird wines; Paisano wines,
all wines from Medina, California and
Iceberg lettuce. Fine.
They also passed a resolution for
bookstore sales to be made only to UNM
students for a three week period prior to
each semester. Fine.
They sent to committee a resolution
asking Gov. Bruce King to aid in the
improvement of the state rape statute.
Fine.
They also continued to perpetuate their
well-established tradition of boring,
do-nothing redundancies.
Sincere representatives of the students?
How about Randy Gins? Now, Randy
suggested that the senate change the
meeting night from Wednesday to
Thursday night. Randy would like to stay
for the entire meeting oh Wednesdays but
he must leave early. Wednesday night just
happens to be the night that Randy goes
bowling.

Can't Ignore Bible
I just don't believe the views of
sex given by Masters and Johnson
on the front page of Tuesday's
Lobo! I do agree with one thing
that Masters said: that it is a
normal body function, but all
agreements stop there. Something
about cultural myths being
abolished is mentioneil, and then
Johnson states that inhibiting
roadblocks ought to be removed
as part of some "thou shall not's"
that society has perpetuated. One
of thest roadblocks specifically
mentioned is the Bible. I'm sony
lady, but you can't just push the
Bible aside and ignore it. The
Bible establishes itself as God's
word, like claiming Israel to be
God's people (tell me that Israel
doesn't have SOMETHING on
their side to do what they've done
in history). Every prediction
predicted in it up to our time has

come true.
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It appears that this "sex
research team', are trying to
justify their own guilt feelings by
forming a bandwagon so they'll
feel more comfortable, and
throwing aside any authority that
conflicts them because it suits
them. I was wondering, if they
want to be so free of hang-ups and
uninhibited why they got married.
Makes me wonder.
Romans 1:22 states "Claiming
to be wise, they became fools."
Kinda goes hand in hand with 1
Timothy 4:1, and II Timothy
4:3-4.
For being· a supposedly
Christian nation we sure are
becoming permissive and/or
apathetic. I. think it's time
Christians started taking a stand
before our morals get as low as
our oil.
Richard Teshima

Now Sweeney

The senate discussed a bill concerning a
relatively small expenditure for a Black
newsletter. One of the articles dealt with a
Black businessman and suggested that
students visit his place of business. The
thrust of the article was that a Black
could succeed in business just like
anybody else.
But Sen. Mary Ratchford just knew in
her heart that article was an advertisement
and wasted thirty minutes telling
everyone about it.
The bills, resolutions, allocations, the
whole thing melts into ineffective rhetoric
as the senators act much as a child does.
An infant will wave its arms around in
order to insure itself of its own existence.
Next semester, visit a senate meeting and
you can see the same thing. The only
difference is they do it verbally.
This is not a total condemnation of the
senate. There are some people in that
group who are truly concerned about
campus affairs but unless the situation
improves drastically from "what happened
Wednesday night those people haven't got
a prayer.

said that nobody can win at
Washington State" in justification
of Sweeney's mediocre coaching
record, which is as you know,
even worse than Feldman's.
I think a good coach can win
anywhere, given proper support
from the powers that be at the
particular school involved. For
example, Johnny Majors has had
winners at Tennessee~ Iowa State,
and now Pitt. Pitt in particular has
been one of the doormats in
major college football since the
early sixties, and this year, Majors'
first, they had a winning record
and are going to the Fiesta Bowl.
So it can be done.
The Lobo has made various
comments recently about the lack
of student interest in Lobo
football. I am a student, and I
believe this lack of interest is due
to the fact that we have grown
used to the uniformly awful teams
that we have had to call our own.
Everytime I read about the Lobos
in national sports publications,
the subject of the article is how
bad we lost or that we are a
breather on somebody's schedule.
But we go to a basketball game
and see the Lobos roll up 111
points with the subs getting in a
lot of playing time and the
differences are only too obvious.
It is time we stopped losing all
the good New Mexico high school
athletes to other schools, it is time
we stopped being publicized as
losers in the national press, it is
time we stopped having to listen
to whoever the coach is
perpetually explaining away the
latest loss and talking of only
moral victories, and it is time we
assumed our rightful place in the
sun. I don't think Jim Sweeney is
going to accomplish these things
for us. Let us work together to
insure that we are able to field
teams that are representative.
R. T. Williams

I am opposed to the hiring of
Jim Sweeney as football coach.
Finance Chair Issue
Leroy Bearman, in an article ill
In Wednesday's senate meeting
The Albuquerque Journal, dated Gil Gonzales ·was appointed
Del:,. ley;! 1li?::J,, ~~:v.sd'it, It'~ J>Mn\'.:i:.hairpet•o'll'.'.b.f•• the .:A'SIJNM

Senate's Finance Committee in an
anticlimatical moment. It was
known to all senators that, while
Janice Arnold had her justifiable
reasons for wanting to appoint a
freshman senator as chairperson,
Gil Gonzales also had his valid
reasons for wanting to retain his
position. As the mentioned
freshman senator, I would like to
clear up a few facts which several
students have overlooked in their
eagnemess to discredit the Vice
President, Janice Arnold,
Contrary to Kenneth Kietzki's
(sic) "research," Ms. Arnold was
not appointing a senator to chair
the Finance Committee who
u lacked any financial experience."
I was a purchasing agent for an
engineering division of a listed
New York Stock Exchange
company for several years, with
control of more than $100,000
per annum.
Secondly, contrary to Ms. Pat
Benton, I did not decline the
finance chair because I did not
feel qualified, but because I felt
that Gil Gonzales was more
qualified because he has an
intimate working knowledge of
the financial setup of the senate
and its relations with the Business
Department and the mechanics
therein.
Thirdly,. contrary to Jim
Arnoltz's (sic) allegation that Ms.
Arnold had uno comme-nt'' to the
charge made against her by Gif
Gonzales, Ms. Arnold has stated
to me· that her verbal "no
comment" session with Mr.
Ariloltz (sic) lasted over an hour.
Addressing myself to the
students of the University, I
would like to state that the senate
and the Executive Branch of the
ASUNM government are not the
divided, factional units which the
diligent researchers mentioned
above would like us to believe.
Nor is the student government an
uovergrown sandbox;'' but a
sincere body of students trying
their hardest . to provide the best
facilities and activities for the
~J\.tib!. ·~tlliiMr. 'bddy. •.wltb ·- •tM."<
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(Ed. Note: Jean Frakes is
Coordinator of the Women's
Center and a graduate student in
1/w English Department.)
By JEAN FRAKES
This week the Tuesday night
movie was moved to Sunday night
at 10:30, evidently because it
"dealt with a matura subject in a
matu1·e manner,:11 so the
announcement said at the
beginning of the picture. But the
man lied. They dealt with a
mature subject in an immature ,
reactiOnary way,
Movie opens with young
woman coming home after dark,
arms full of groceries. She puts
dinner in oven, calls boyfriend,
changes to bathrobe, feeds cat,
gets raped once physically by a
man who has broken into her
apartment, again, psychologically
at the hospital and once more at
the police station. Since this is the
fourth rape with the same MO
they show the victim a completed
composite photo, she identifies
and they pick up the man
answering that description.
Up to this point we have been
shown the details of how the rape
victim is treated, the half
irrelevant, totally degrading form
of questioning, the hurt pride of
one victims' husband. Someone
has damaged his merchandise and
the public will know about how
he has been illegally cuckolded.
At one point he accuses his wife
o( being provocative in dress and
manner. The boyfriend of the
woman with the groceries
demands that she put up with
whatever degradation it takes to
convict the rapist. This demand
comes without any support from
the boyfriend.
With the arrest, definite
identification by 3 out of 5 of the
rape victims, the man is convicted
and the focus of the movie
changes from the rape victim's
point of view to the "Falsely
accused" point of view. For you
see, the women who identified
him are not hysterical females
who point the finger at anyone
vaguely resembling their assailant.
No, the accused, would you
believe, has a "doub]e ganger" in
the same big city. Not someone
who looks like him but an exact
duplicate, played by the same
actor.
So, what starts out as an expose
on the harsh treatment of the rape
victim ends up to be a "but what
about the falsely accused" movie,
In this country, rape victims
number in the millions and at
least 90% of them are women. On
the other hand, the incidence of

.

resources available to it.
I urge the above mentioned
people to put down their
impeachment signs, withdraw
threats of resignation and report
the news objectively.
Mary Ratchford

Fat Discrimination
Categorically, and
uneqtiivocally, I state that there
IS discrimination in the History
Department. The following few
facts will prove this:
J. Except for the chairman,
there are no fat professors in tl)e
department and his is not true fat
but only middle age spread.
2. In lectures, the weight of
f am ou s persons in History is
seldom mentioned. Only when
tll,ey. are srnall or slim-Napoleon

the exact duplicate is one in a
million. At a time when women
themselves had to do something
about the massive violence
perpetrated on their sex, by
establishing Rape Crisis Centers
throughout the country, by
calling attention to the appalling
treatment of rape victims m; the
hands or public departments of
protection and justice-at this
time what do we get, as public
comment, from Hollywood?
Wa~ching that movie made me
feel as though it was 1942 and I
was watching a film about a
falsely accused Nazi or a film in
which Errol Flynn was falsely
accused of lynching a Black man.
It was only after the war that we
got the forms on the terrible
everyday injustices perpetrated on
Jews, not by individuals, or
organizations, but by the whole of
western society. And it was not
until recently that we were able to
deal realistically and truthfully in
films about life in places like
Harlem and Watts; and then only
after Black people had forced us
to admit we oppressed them,
killed them, robbed them of the
right to pursue life and liberty and
some modicum of happiness in
this racist society.
So we are in a new era, but the
operations of the past have not
cured the cataract condition.
When you read, even the highly
inaccurate FBI statistics on rape;
when you hear from rape victims,
or see for yourself by
accompanying women, the ordeal
of proving her victimization; when
you sit through a few cases that
come to trial realizing it is as
difficult for a woman to convict a
rapist as it is for a Black to
convict a white, your frustration
and outrage grow.
The answer to this massive cry
of frustration and rage?-"Man
haters." Remember when the
answer to any cry for suffering
humanity wns-"Commie" and
the answer to Black militants was
"Racists?" Somehow sounds the
same, doesn't it.
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Philosophy Colloquim

Students are urged to attend a
meeting with Dr. David Darling
candidate for Dean of the Colleg~
of Education. The meeting will be
held on Wednesday, Dec, 12 at
4:15 p.m. in the Naninga
Conference Room, room 125 of
the College of Education.
Evaluation sheets will be provided
at the meeting in order to obtain
student input concerning Dr.
Darling's candidacy.

On Friday, Dec. 7 Charlene
McDermott will present a paper
entitled "Yogic Direct Awareness
as Means of Valid Cognition."
There is a social hour at 3: 30 p.m.
with the reading of the paper
following. Public invited to attend
at Hodgin Hall, room 301.

Anti-Nixon Rally
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Dutch pea sour, 65~-Curry Soup, 65¢-Hungarlan Chicken Soup 60¢
Nasi Gorcng-2 Tclor, $2.25-Baml Gorcng-2 Tclor, $2.25 '
Bami or Nasi Gorcng Small, $1.75
Ikon Bami or lkan Nasi Goreng, $2.75
Sa tee Babi, $2.50
Huzaar Salad,$ 1.25 & $1.75-Russlan Potato Salad, 75¢ & $1.10 Dinner Salad, 60¢

Tak• a Break
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Curried Meatballs

:

Albuquerqu••• Fl,•t A
Grlnd•u (Sub•)
Th• Red. Whhe. Ore•n Strip•d Shop
Ju1t Off C•ntr•l•t
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Adobe..Build·lt-Yourself 1. II
Albuquerque, Story of

International Travel
Japanese II

Archeology of the Southwest
Automobile Maintenance

JewelrY MakJng. Beg. and Adv.
Jug Band

Baking: Breads and Rolls

Landscape Painting

Baking: Pastries. Cakes and Cookies
Batik
The Bicycle
Body Movement
Bridge
Cable Television Production
Ceramics
CertU'ied Prot. Secretary, Review If
Children: The Challenge •
Country Dances Of the British Isles
Creative Macrame
Creative Women of the Southwest
Creative Writing: Fiction
Cros.s·Country Skiing
The Dulcimer: Make And Play It
Energy and the Environment
English 010
Exploring the Universe
Fashion Independence
Freehand Drawing
French II
Gardening for-Spring and Summer
Gennan II
Golft Beginning
Government Construction Contracting ·~
Govt. Contract Administration, Adv.
Great Decisions 1974
Guitar I, II
History of N.M. and the S.W. (1821-1974)
Ice Skating
Indoor Plants
Interior Design in the Home
International Cookery

Leglslators, Lobbyists and Laws
Math 010, 020
Metrication
Mineralogy-Modem Colle(:ting
Modern Literature and the Bible
Money Management
Navajo I
Oil Techniques
Photography I
Photography: Drakroom Techniques.
Physical Fitness for Adults
Piano I, II
Puppetry
Real Estate for the llomcbuyer
Repairing Small Appliances
Santa Fe Opera 1974
Science, Man and Society
SCUBA Diving
Sewing as Problem Solving
Short-Wave Listening
Soaring and Ballooning
Sound Systems for the Home
Spanish I, II, III, IV, V
Speed Reading
Study Skills
SUpervising People
Swimming, Beg, and Improvement
T'ai Chi Ch'uan
Wallhangings: Stitchery
Wallhangings! Wcavings
Wildflowers of New Mexico
Women in Business
Woodworking
Yoga PrincJples and Practices

For Community College Bulletin
and further info.rmation
CALL 277-221 5
,,.,
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This Weekend Only $1:60

Ski Special
Sheepherder
Tom's Surprise
Reuben
Roast Beef Special
Pastrami
Corned Beer
Roast Beer
G rillcd Cheese
Grilled Chili & Cheese
Swiss Cheese
Meatball & Sauce

Non-Credit Course Schedule

-i

with rice, Sajor, Loddeh, Betawi
garlic bread, coffee or tea
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Curried Chicken, $2.75

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (605) 2774102, 277-4202
New Mexico Daily Lobo is publlsh Thc
cd Monday through Friday every
regular week of the University year
nnd weekly during the summer session
by the Board o! Student PubllcatiomJ of
the University of New Mexico, nnd is
not financfnlly nssociatcd with UNM.
S£!Cond class pootnge Jlnfd at Albuquerque, New .Mexico 87131. SubscrlpUon
rute is $7.50 tor the nendemlc year.
The opinions expressed on the cdllorJal pages of The Dally Lobo ore
those or the author solely. Unsigned
opinion Is thnt of the editorial board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing printed fn
The Dally Lobo neccssnriJy rePresents
the views ot the Unlverslty or New
Mexico.

Choral auditions for the &econd
semester will be held for all
university students on the
following days: Concert Choir
tryouts will be on Tuesday, Dec.
ll from 9 a.m. to 12 and from 1
p.m. tb 5 p.m; Tryouts for the
Collegiate Singers will be on
l~Jonday, Dec. 10 during the same
times. All auditions will be in
Room B-114 of the Fine· Arts
Center.

A F Assembly
Applications for students
interested in attending the
Seventeenth Air Force Academy
Assembly are aw.ilable in the
office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs, Scholes Hall,
room 161. The deadline for
application is Dec. 14 after whic
the candidates will be screened
and two representatives selected.
Graduate students are not eligible.
This year's topic will be
"Choosing tho President."
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Choral Auditions

"Cor k Y" G onza Ies Will
· speak at
a rally, HNixon on Trial," on

Political Science Course

If you are interested in really
doing something about the energy
crisis and want to start or join a
car pool within or to and from
Albuquerque (I need to commute
to Santa Fe, for example) call
Samantha at 277-4971, between
5:30 and l l p.m. I would also
appreciate help taking calls and
arranging car pools.

Sunday, Dec. 9, at 3:30p.m., 122
Broadway, SE near Central.

445 (Inter-American Relations).
These courses wo\lld be of
significant benefit to students in
Latin American studies, history
and political science.

_There will be two new political
sc1ences courses added to the final
registration schedule.
Added will be Political Science
363 (Latin American Political
Thought) and Po~tical Science

Car Pool Service

This is the last issue of the
Lobo for this semester, so this
column would like to take the
opportunity to pass on a few
Christmas wishes. While most of
the ideas and words of this
column have been expressions of
anger and frustration, what we
ultimately seek is understanding.
Perhaps we could take advantage
of the holiday season and all be
kind to each other. For you,
peace, love, and joy.
-I.F.

or John Gaunt, for instance-is
size given. Who knows but that
Caesar or Alexander were fat?
3. Fat students are
disctimhiated against, given lower
grades simply because they hand
in papers late, or come to class
late, or do sloppy work. If History
professors were not tainted with
prejudice, they would realize that
it takes longer for fat people to do
things, to walk, to type, to get up
in the rnorning, and that
sloppiness is a way of life with
them. They also tire easily.
4. Suggestions ,are continually
made that fat students lose weight
so that they will .fit into the
dominant slim society, so that
they can be successful, so tha:t
they can be assimilated. No
(Contilzrwd on page B)
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1.30
1.30
1.70
1.70
1.45
1.20
1.20
1.30
.60
.75
.85
1.20

®ffrrtuga:
flam & Swiss
Amsterdam Egg
Ham
Provolone
lndra Special

Tortas
1.30
1.45
1.50
2.10
1.20

1llrnnrrt ®ffrriugn:
Pumpkin Cake

.35
Dutch Apricots .55

Rum Pudding

.45
Moe a .Java

Ambrosia

.SO

.35

Bike racks for your convenience.
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1.10
.85
1.25
.85
1.45

Harn & CheeseTorta
Roast Beer & Cheese Torta
Avocado & Cheese Tort a
Avocado &MeatTorta
Cheese Torta

~

Ex-Animal Price Does It

Photographs
PhotogrAphs from the ASA Gal·
!cry show, "Art Historians," should
be picked up at the gallery Mon.Fri .. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Co-Op Bookstore
ASUNM needs all interested
students to apply for the Student
Co-op Bookstore Study
Committee, Applications are
available at the ASUNM office
upstairs in the SUB.

WE SELl.. WOMEN'S CLOTHING OF
A VERY SPECIAL TIME ...

-------

TIJR 80'.~, 1f.O's & .SO's.
Goals, dn!sses, hats, jewelry
ll'lEN'S PASIIJONS COMING
We are a uniqu.e clullling store,
with reasonable prices.
FA CT-----mosl of our merchandise
ha.1 never been worn.
Remember lhe qu.alit_y
of Ore 30's, 1-0 's,
& .50's.

Hippo Icc

I

* * *
By 0, M. SMl'l'H

A Beller Idea!

76 I I M cnaul 296-697B
Mcn:Jul & Pcnn~ylvania

SE

out and purchased the album (the
soundtrack) which, if you know
·reviewers, is a sure sign of how
much they liko it (if they are
willing to pay for it). And as a
sign of good taste I carried it out
of the record store unpackaged
and paraded it through the streets
like a sandwich board,

Winter Carnival
Once again it's push the winter
carnival time. The dates: Feb,
8·10 (Fri.·Sun.). Tickets are $5
and can be purchased starting
next week at any Albuquerque ski
shop or at the UNM ski office in
the basement of Johnson Gym.
This ticket enables you to
participate in all the races,
con tests, and parties and in
addition entitles you to valuable
discounts.

spec tuum

hangs around

your neck
like pearls instead of chainsYou are a lucky man!
When no-one can tempt you
with heaven or hellYou'll be a lucky man!"
Alan, with his special brand of
elixir on top of his electric piano)
a stogy burning by his cheek,
playing his own compositions
with three fellow musicians, all
very rhythmically tight and
interesting. The songs have that
thrilling quality, nary a one is a
disappointment. In all probability
the album will outsell the movie,
unless you go to see Alan Price.

Class Omission

COMMERCIAL
21!'17 Si\N Mt\TEO NE
TELEI'llONE 21iB-45~7
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The Educational Foundations
course 518-Comp ara tive
Education was omitted from the
Spring Schedule of Classes. It will
be offered in the spring. The
instructor is A. Ortega.
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Best of Semester

'Play Ball"~ Great Fun
By KARAN PLAGGE
It would behoove all
Albuquerque theatre-lovers to
allow themselves to be entertained
by the shortest, most fun, and
finest theatre piece done by the
Threatre Arts department this
semester. "Playball," an original
work by Geraldine Glover, made
for a most delightful evening of
music, dance and drama in the
Experimental Theatre in the
basement of the Theatre Arts
Complex. Conceived by a lover of
baseball, this work puts Glover's
respect and fondness for the
American pasttime on the stage
for all to enjoy.
Broken by an intermission
unusual for the theatre (hot dogs
a'?d root beer were served), the
ptece created a nostalgia for
young and old by reviving baseball
from sliding into home plate to
rubarbs and crowd chatter. The
music, organized by Bill Osborne
will bring back memories fo;
many of the first half of this
century when people went around
singing "In the Good Ole
Summertime" and "Take Me Out
to the Ballgame."
The costumes deserve special
The Rolling Stones have been
recording in Munich. Mick Taylor
was there, just out of a London
hospital where he had been
recovering from sinus trouble.
Mick Jagger phoned Billy Preston
and asked him to fly over from
L.A. to work. Preston went.
-Rolling Stone's
"Random Notes"
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"BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD"
(Atco/SD2·806
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Part-Time Employment

There will be a meeting to
discuss the emergency budget
legislation-a problem that stems
from last semester. The meetings
will be held on Jan. 2, 3, 7, 9, 10,
12, at 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

HHI

"'E"'

A walk~in source of
information on the 2nd floor of
the Student Health Center is
available to everyone every
Tuesday from 2 to 4 p.m. Dr.
Effie Medford, coordinator, says
the sessions are for anyone with
questions about sexuality or
contraception.
The Part-Time Employment
office has openings for jobs during
the approaching holidays. The
service is open to all UNM
students, their spouses and
graduates of the university. There
is no charge for the service. The
office is located in room 1163 of
the Student Aids Department in
Mesa Vista Hall.

Bargain Buffalo: Bea-utiful
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Contraception Counseling
and Education Clinic

Constitutional Controversy

boto

Cream Parlor)
122 Harvard

"If knowledge

"0 LUCKY MAN!"
Soundtrack, featuring Alan Price
(Warner Bros./BS 2710)

InTErnaTionaL

(NcxL Lo
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Music Best Part of 'Lucky Man'
''Preachers and poets and
scholars don't know it,
If you've got the secret just try
not to blow itStay a lucky man"
The Lindsay Anderson film "0
Lucky Man" features Malcolm
McDowell playing the Candide
coffee salesman who goes from
bad to worse, and from worse to
good, and back around again;
where the director plays with the
audience and the actors play three
or four parts and it is all
interrupted with rapid clarity by
the Alan Price Set (Price of old
Animals fame) in session playing
the theme music to our lucky man
McDowell's voyageurisms in the
ruddy world. The music is the
only concrete concept in the film,
in fact the best part.
At the first opportunity I went

..."'

....

C1>

mention because they showed fine
workmanship and certainly added
much to the effectiveness of the
en tire feeling of the show. I
recommend this show to anyone
who likes baseball, America, the
theatre, or pure honest-to-goodness fun. It will run nightly
through Dec. 12, with the
exception of Sunday.

•

By CHARLES ANDREWS
Buffalo Springfield: Neil
Young, Stephon Stills, Rirhie
Furay, Dewey Martin, and Bruce
Palmer and Jim M~ssina. Three
albums, 34 songs, l~ss than 100
minutes of re~orded music, Firing
a near-legendary reputation for
their live performances, but few
outside of southern California
witnessed them; indeed, the rest
of the country seemed content to
ignore tlJis California
phenomenon. And so they died,
to be reborn in the time ahead of
their time as stars so bright they
o ~scured the breeding ground.
But many say it was Harvest long
ago, that Buffalo Springfield was
more than roots: a strong, giant
tree, mature despite its youth
bearing fruit we were never to se~
the like of again. Maybe they
weren't the best American band
ever. But maybe-maybe-they
were.
If your cars were open then
they amazed you, and you love
them still, and surely you have
those three precious albums. But
there could be ma11y reasons why

you don't, so now you cun gci
most of the Buffalo Springfield
(23 of tlw 34), two t·ecords, For
murh less than What Xi's Worth,
for the price of what most single
nlbttms will cost you in a few
months. (And you get that
long-lost nineaminute 11 Bluebird 11
l.o boot. It's great, but the
half-as·long banjo vet·sion is a part
of me.)
Next to a U.S. passport, it's
p1·obnbly the best bargain around,

Student Directories
Pick up your Student Directory
with your ID and 10 cents at tho
SUB Coat Checlt.

New UNM Yearbook
The new Mirage, under the
co-editorship of Cathy Mendius
and Jan Holland, needs staffers
and photographers. Call 765·5341
or 242·0718.

GREEK MUS/(;
Our Chef
Just Arrived
From Athens

Art Fair
The Art Students of Monte
Vistu Elementary School will
present an Art Fair, Wed. Dec, 12
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at their
school.
The students will have an
Inflated Plastic Environment
Batik and a Ceramics
demonstration. There will also be
a puppet show and exhibition.

......-ZORBA'S--t

--

greekfood
602 Central SW-247-2117
Owners

Marina Makrodimitri &
Goorgo Hadgidimitrio••

Taday!
Arts & Crafts Fair
December 6 & 7, 1973 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Student Union Building Ballroom

Local Artists will have work
for display & Sale
Sponsored by ASUNM Crafts Area
and Student Activities Center

f

In Old Town

)

IN CliRisT ThERE Is No
EAsT OR WEsT

Largest Selection of Ponchos,
Men's & Women's cloths and other
fine articles from Latin America
During Dec., 10% off with Student J.D.

1st slighlly ahead of our time

Panasonic

'JJ»"ifJht

AJ.IIIfilllfill

ill Gill

416 Romero St., N.W.-242-2128

\'S

«t.\t\11. \
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It:EUDAY
Experience The
Delightfully New
Taste of Sm irnoff's
"Tava" Liqueur
Sampling Sat. Dec. 8

Panasonic
!lE-8484 The Edgemont
Exciting 4-channel music center features FM/
AM/FM stereo radio, 4-channel S-track cartridge player and Panasonic record changer
with built-in discrete CD-4 record demodulator. 40 Watts PMP. Semi-conductor cartridge. Cueing and pause control. 4 slidelever volume controls. Discrete 4-channel
amplifier. Quadruplex'" Circuitry, Integrated
Circuitry. Stereo-Eye. Four air-suspension
speakers. Solid-state. Program selector.
Lighted program indicators. Walnut wood
cabinet.

{I \I:ST£1'\

SOUND BY •••

V'J'

OPEN FRI. NilES 'til9 PM

30 II MONTE VISTA N.E.
(Near Girard & Central N.E.I

DIAL 255-1694

HOUSE

WINE & LIQUOR

~TS
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DRAW

AU MEN
To MysElF

from 2-6

35 Winrock Center, NE
Telephone 298-7811

DEO.'l

JoltN 12•}2,
• JESUS CltRiST •

"collECE liFE"
7:00pm
fRIDAY. OEC. 7
Commlone( Ttian~e Stiopping Center)
girard & central
11 The

... , ..........
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i:his will be a
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TICKET OUTLETS: COOKS (Winrock-Downtown), SEARS (Coronado)
1st STATE BANK( Rio Rancho), RED DOG DAN'S(Faro Lounge)
TINGLEY COJASEUM BOX OFFICE.

Uniqueness of Jestis"
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Candy Machill.'l

This one isn't going to be easy.
Sidling up to him, I tap him on
(ConUnued from page 1)
the shoulder,
shuffles around, grinding the
"COOL IT!" hc whines
pieces into the tile like an scattering the rest of the rinds'
uncoordinated marionette. "Don't bug me, alright? My mind
Scooping the remnants into his feels like electric swis.~ cheese• I
hand, he crams a fistful down his think I'm going to lose it a~y
throat as if he wanted to direcl:ly moment; you hassle me and
reach his stomach without the I'll ... "
tedious
Iotta! effort. .•..•. ,.,
(c?ntfnued 011

BarB Que

Pork
Chicken
Beef
To Go 266-1900

Rnnn.. '"
~~"

\1

RntJtrirln
.,.__...~
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Gourmet Sandwiches
Served Mon-Sat 11·3 p.m.
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"They do not love
that do not sh.ow their love."
Wlllillm Slmkcspcnrc

Discount?
Not On
Your Life

pil Cooperation New Poli. Sci. Courses
professor will teach Latin American studies, history
At UNM 'Unique' newA visiting
coutscs in Latin American and politicaJ science."

Faculty member• in need of
videotape for class presentations
or projects can save over $10 by
avoiding the UNM Instructional
Media offices and buying the tape
off campus,
The Instructional Media offices
soils Scotch brand, half-inch, one
hour !.ape for $29.95 while. the
Sony brand of the same tape may
be purchased at Cook's Sporting
Goods downtown for $19.22.
The office also sells half hour
Scotch tape for $16.41 while
Cook's charges $11.14 for the
Sony brand.
R. D. Kline, director or the
Instructional Media office said
there was no qualitative difference
between the Scotch and Sony
brands.

"

z'"

Dr. Monica Novitski, the
director of UNM's Dental Hygiene
program, has been named the
recipient of Las Campanas'
"Professor of the Month" award.
Dr. Novitshi, D.H., D.D.S.,
worked as a dental hygienist
before obtaining dentist degree.

Kline said
the office
and provides
charges
materials
for faculty
prices that arc supposed to be
lower than off the campus.
When Kline was told that
Cook's was selling the one-hour
tape for $10 less than his office he
said, '~No, they're not."
But after calling Cook's and
verifying the prices, Kline,
referring to faculty members in
need of the videotape, said, "l'd
advise them to buy it downtown."

Ralph Nader Group Urges
Christmas Candle Removal
(Photo by Jim EUis)

Elsa Billingsham prepares to enter the water
despite the "Men Only" sign during a pool session

Choose Keepsake
with complete confide'nce,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

ii-~ii';~~~~~~+;:M~;:;:~o~f~a~s~c~u~b~a~d~ivm~·~g~c~lass in the Johnson Gym Pool.

--

---

--

More
Tape
Talk

S0 UND I DEA S. ,
1624 Eubank N.E.

265-5105

You are invited to hear the
latest in

liib1Qj1i1f1
2 & 4 Channel Equipment
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Special Systems Pricing.,.,........,....,.......
"High performance is the Standard"
at Sound Ideas.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Top
Presidential aide Alexander M.
Haig testified Thursday there has
been talk in the White House that
perhaps some unidentified
"sinister force" mysteriously
erased one of President Nixon's
Watergate tapes.
Haig, who succeeded H. R.
Haldeman as White House Chief
of Staff last spring, also said the
disclosure that two other tapes
had never existed was '(fairly
traumatic" for the White House
and widely misunderstood by the
public.
Haig was the final witness at
the hearings before U.S. District
Judge John J. Sirica on the tapes
issue before technical experts
complete their analysis of seven
subpoenaed recordings and are
called to testify about whether
any may have been tampered
with.

T-M Reg. A. H. Pond

a college student
need life insurance?

Co.

One good reason-it demonstrates financial
. responsibility. A growing number of employers
are looking for this characteristic in prospective
employet>s.

HOW TO-PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT

Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wcddlng plus
full color folder and 44 pg, Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25¢.
SR73
11
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Address----------------------
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~~lJACK CDUHTRY
,:...~SPORTS

There art> many other important reasons.
Thpy're all covered in a special booklet: "Why
College SLudPnts are Buying Lift> Insurance." For
a iree copy at no obligalion, write or call:
larry M. Sellers
120 Vassar Drive, S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
505/255-1613

AND wEnoiNG'j
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Albuquerque's Complete

BACKPACKING/MOUNTAINEERING
~
SHOP

***
**

Southwestern LiFe liil
Happiness is what we sell.
•

WASHINGTON (UPI)-A
Ralph Nader research group
Thursday said that millions of
Christmas candles, among others,
contain wicks that could cause
lead poisoning and asked the
government to get them off store
shelves before the holidays.
The health research group told
the Consumer Products Safety
Commission the candles-both the
type used to warm food dishes
and. the large decorative
sizes-should be removed from
store shelves before the Christmas
holidays, particularly since the
energy crisis may prompt many
Americans to use candles instead
of electric decorations.
A commission spokesman said
the agency would ask its technical
staff to collect samples and begin
an immediate testing program.
Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director of
the research group, said several
brands and styles of candles are
involved.
Wolfe listed the five commonly
sold candles subject to his tests as:
a small yellow candle and a large
round white candle in a decorated
container both made by Hallmark;
a red decorative candle in glass
cal1ed uscent-a-lite pine" made by
Emkay; a small blue candle for
food warming made by Lenox;
and a flat-shaped candle for food
warming made by Corning Ware.
Wolfe said the core-a thin
TV Rock: Sam Riddle, L.A.
DJ, is behind a new syndicated
TV show called "In Session" set
to premier Nov. 16 with Phil
Everly as bast. Scheduled guests
include Jose Feliciano, Johnny
Rivers, Eddie Kenddcks, and Van
Morrison.
---from Rolling Stone's
"Random Notes"

Why does
Rin•s from S!OO·SIO.OOO

Eddie Benavidez, a 1971
graduate of UNM, has been
elected Vice President of La Raza
National Law Students
Association. Benavidez is a second
year law student at American
University in Washington.

~~

Excellent Book Selection
Gift Certificates

.266-8113
242:1. SAN. PEDRO N.E .

;

I!

50% off

I

Skiers &' Snow lovers

• Spaghetti
• Beer & Wine

4

I
I

A Unique Plnce to meet & Ent

Warm up & enjoy our

~

~,

Come o.s you o.re.
• Homemade Bread & Soups
• Air Hockey & Games
• Hot Heroes
e Chili & Stew

Mario's
4 miles north of
Highway 10·14
281-9923

A UNffi Bookstore Chrlstmns Announcement
A Bounteous Vc:ulety of Chtlstmo.s Co.tds
in Spo.nish o.nd English

&' o.n o.ssortment of holido.,y greetings
from the Southwest

An Abundo.nt Gift

Dlspl~y

Scented Christmo.s (Qndles
Ko.hilil Gibro.n DiQries
Fo.vorite Childrens Books
Art Books

Sleeping Bag Sale
Tour Skis, Snowshoes

Jackets, Parkas, Down Vests

wire-like strand around which the
wick is wound-is made from lead
and when it burns. fumes are
created which are dangerous when
in haled, especially in closed
confines of a house or apartment,
and also particles of lead are given
off which can settle on food and
be eaten by children.
Where food warming candles
are involved, under chafing dishes
for example, Wolfe said people
may be eating meals "literally
bathed in lead.".
Wolfe said that research shows
lead begins to accumulate in the
body if more than 300
micrograms are ingested during
the course of one day. The
amount of lead contained in one
millimeter-Jess than one 25th of
an inch in each of the candles
tested-exceeds the 300
microgram level by 5 to 10 times.
Wolfe told the commission it
should ban the candles as a hazard
substance, seize aU such items
now on store shelves and warn
consumers of the danger.

Dr. Williams, a government
The '~ i nterdisciplinury'• way Political 'rhought and
Inter-American Relations in the professor at Arizona since 1968,
students in nursing, pharmacy and
spring semester.
wwte his doctoral thesis on Latin
mcdicin~ work together at UNM
Dr. Edward J. Williams, on American Christian Democratic
may be unique in the United
States, a federal official said here leave from the Univc•·sity of Parties and is a former program
Arizona, will teach Political director of the Center for
this week.
Michell<> Monccis of Uw Project SciPnce 363 and Political Science Christian Democratic Action.
445. The classes were no1. listed in
SPEED (Student Professionals
the pre-regist•·ation schedule but
'l'he last married Pope was
Engages in Education on D1·ugs) cards will be available at
Adrian
II (867·872). Rodrigo
office in Washington, D.C. told
walk·through regist•·ation next Borgia was the father of at least
UNM officials that the "sincere month.
four children before being elected
support" shown by students in
Dr. Edwin C. Hoyt of the Pope Alexander VI in 1492. 'l'he
various health-related areas at Political Science Department said
UNM is not found ilt most the classes should be of significant first Popes had no specific
obligation to celibacy.
universities.
benefit to students interested in
The UNM College of Pharmacy :JnllllliiUUIUlllllllltiiiiiiU!IUIII(JI!IIIIUHIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIU!IlUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIItiiiUIIIIIIIIIWUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIllllllllftiiiiiiJI!IIUIIIIIIIIIIIII~
has been awarded a $6,500 grant ~
i
to continue its drug education ·= Fip;ht Gas ConHumption and Save Money too. 1
program for students in the health
~
and related professions for lhe
1973-74 academic year. Professor
John W. Levchuk is faculty i
coordinator for the UNM
program.
Project SPEED was conceived
on Motm C<Oft Tuno np Ki".
by the S tudcn t American
Pharmaceutical A~ociat.ion, and is
Kits to fit all Malccs
funded by the National Institute
of Mental Health.
A new course in drug education fwruu,uu.rwm•m,nuumumluu,uu,,uumn Al' I< Au to Parts umtu'u'''u"u''''uuuw,u•u•w'''IIIIUIIII
'5
has been developed at UNM, '2
4402 Mcnaul N.E.
266-5971
'
which is open to students from '
pharmacy, medicine, nursing, law,
pr·escnt student J.D.
'
psychology, education, and other ,
~llllllltllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllillllllilllllllllljjllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii\ILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf.
liberal arts areas.
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Official dedication ceremonies
for UNM's Ortega Hall will be
held Saturday morning, Dec. 8, on
tho deck of the multi-level
building situated in the center of
Lhc main campus.
=U=N:=M:=::P::rc::s::id::c::n::t:::::F=e=rr=.e=I=I:;,;-I:;e;ad;;y;,__,

will officiate at the 10 a.m.
dedication.
Tho program also will include
remarks by UNM Prof. Emeritus
Robert M. Duncan and UNM Prof.
William Roberts.
Duncan was a colleague with
late UNM Prof. Joaquin
1 tho
· Ortega, for whom the building is
named.
Roberts, a former chairman of
LOBO Opticians
the UNM Department of Modern
across from
and Classical Languages, taught
with Ortega at the University of
Yale Park
Wisconsin,
Ortega came to UNM in 1941
Prescriptions filled,
where he served for seven years as
Repairs,
director of the School of
.Replacements
In ter·Amorican Affairs, He retired
in 1954,
Ortega Hall was completed in
2316 Central SE
June of 1971 and has more than
53,000 gross square feet.
268-4708
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CORDUROY SLACKS
Regular
$13.00Pr.

I

Always popular ribbed corduroy in a
good looking and warm dress style. Solid
Navy, Gold or Burgandy.

i

Now2for

;:

$1800

~

.
:

:

i

Shop early while the selection is outstanding

~
§=:::

.I:

I

CORDUROYJEANS

I

N~2foc $1800

Regular
$12.00 Pr.

:
:

You'll love these five terrific colors.
Western model jeans with flare bottoms.

KNIT CASUAL SLACKS
A good buy
at $15.00 Pr.

Now2for

-..

$1800

:.

...
.•

Three magnificent colors in a handsome
houndstooth pattern. Blue, Beige, &
Gray .. A really good buy!

$1800

said
h'l
k dhe treceived•- the
d
. IJont Kailey
t·1c
te W 'e par e a· a mewre
space on Las Lomas. He said the
meter hoa<l was missing an<l
consequently made it impossible
to deposit the required money.
He received the ticket for
parking in a J section with no
Permit.
Kailey said he went to Parking
Services to discuss the matter with
director Walter Birge. Kailey said
Birge was not in but was

Free Alterations

i

i
i

Wyoming NE

.

FASHION
, ·MENSWEAR

299-7776

Corner of Wyoming & Candelaria NE

.. . . .. .

A stu d enVs parking permit was
k
ta en from the student's purse
sometime between lO and 11 p.m.
last Thursday at Iceland.

letters. • •
(Con linued {rom page 2)

suggestion is ever made that slim
students get fat with the obvious
implication that to be slim is to be
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I.D. Labels
Spring Semester J.D. validation
labels for pre-regis£ered students
will not be mailed but will be
distributed Jan. 9 in the western
foyer of Johnson Gym.
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One good reason-il demonstratE'S financial
rpsponsibility. A growing numbPr of t>mployers
arE' looking for this charac!Pristic in prospectiv~C
employPPS.
There arP many othPr important reasons.
ThPy'rP all coverpd in a special bookiPI: "Why
CoilegP Students arP Buying lif!o' lnsurancp."' For
a frN• copy at no obligalion, writP or rail:
Bert Atkins
120Vassar Drive,S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
505/255-1613
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Southwestern Lire
Happiness is what we sell.
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Deep Throat At the Candy Machine

(continued from page 6)
...~
HQk, Ok, nIp lead. "Sorry. H
E
Returning to my scat, I feel a
~ migraine coming on. I close my
eyes and imagine my latest
Justcravings.
0
.D
"Clink) twiddle." Someone is
3 putting money in11tod th~Rmac1hin~;
~. A lever is pu e .
alc1et.
~ Silence. "Bamb!'' A shoe hits Lhe

o

'

I' '

Dorm

and loiter around the
machine for awhile,
Soon, a sl!edy, barefooted
student shambles up to tho
machine. Sallow and emaciated
he looks like he's suffering fro,.;
hookworm.
"1-iey man, you gotta dimc-? 11
he begs.
"Nope."
He reaches into his jC'ans'
vendor.
look ofup.a weightlifter
A small man
with the I torso
is pocket and fishes out a dime.
abusing the recalcitrant yummy "Never let an opportunity pass me
by,, he explains. HCan 'l break ihe
box.
He turns around and glares at habit." Opening the plastic
me. "Goddamnit! Do you realize window, he yanks out an
that must be the millionth time ice-cream sandwich.
I tell him my predicament. Has
this thing has ripped me off? I
could pay next semester's tuition he got time to answer my
with the bread this turd dispenser questions?
has stolen!" Before I can say
"Sure, man. Fire away. I always
anything, he storms out of tho got time/'
"OK. To begin with, do you
room.
I'VE HAD IT. I don't care if consjder humans, as it were,
the next starveling hits the • basically a snacking animal as
jack·pot, I'm getting out of here, opposed to a feasting beast?"
I flee to the snack lounge at the
"Whadya mean?"
Business Adm. building. Like
''I mean, when we snatch a bite
most vendomatic setups, it has tho to eat, are we not showing signs of
I oud commercial decor of a our primordial past when, as
nouveau gauche romper room. At arboreal animals, we romped
one of tho tables a girl with a through the jungle plucking
flour blasted face is sitting with a ambrosial fruit, berries, and nuts
coup I e of secretarially-dressed while on our way to work in the
friends, She is eating a bag of savannah fields of evolution?"
"I DIG. You mean we're kinda
what appears to be puffed
like naked apes?"
wormhusks.
"Something like that. Why else
A f e !low wearing heavy
b I ack-rimmed glasses pulls out would the candy companies stock
some peanuts from one of the their machines with things like
Lektro·Vends. He lingers by the 'Cheda Nut' bars, and
machine, abstractedly munching "Cheetos?' ,
''No way, man. You're all
away. I bound over to him,
sensing a sure catch. He turns out wrong. We're pigs. That's why we
to be compliant. I get to the point consistently cat. You know what I
mean? How come you think there
immediately.
"Does the Jack of friendliness is a shortage of meat and other
and warmth on the machine's part food? It's because we're pigs. No
lie. I mean, like we'll eat anything.
ever disturb you?" I ask.
''You know something," he Put it in a wrapper and we'll eat
answers, "the trouble with people it. Just like hogs. Don't believe
like you is that you gripe about that psychology crap about oral
the things that make your life complexes. Don't tru.st
easier. S'o what if these machines anthropology, either. We probably
aren't people? They offer the evolved from pigs. Pigs are pretty
same stuff you get at the store, smart, you know. How come you
only you rarely have to wait in think we cut up pigs in Biology?
line, and you don't have to haggle Kinda strange, isn't it, how there
with some slow-witted cashier." is a close resemblance in the way
He stops to pour the rest of the our internal organs are arranged in
peanuts in his mouth. The girl at relation to pigs?"
"Then you hold that there is a
the table is starting in on a bag of
good
reason why we usually
scabby Doritos. Gas rises in my
stomach. My informant begins to describe people with the
mumble as he spews peanut
chunks in my direction. I quickly
thank him, and head for the
refreshing outdoors.
AFTER A FEW gulps of
relatively clean air, I decide to try
one more eating outpost. Since
it's in the vicinity, I decide to go
over to the lobby in the Hokona
ice·cr~am

met~phor

pigs?''
"Right! You've got it. Hell,
everybody says we got a pig in the
While House right now. Look at
his best defense: his mouth. Man,
what you gotta do is unlearn a lot
of things you've been taught,"
HI see. Listen, your ice-cream is
dripping all over your pants."
"Damn! I forgot about it. And
it's almost melted away. You sure
you don't got another dime. I'm
l"eally out this time, honest.~"
uSorry.u
THE COMMUNICATION lines
are out. Turning his back to me,
he slouches down the hall.
And who is approaching the
machine now? Oh no, it can't be.
Here she comes, the ~cnc queen
with a complexion like a war
zone. Mercy on her, she's got a
dime in her hand! She's shaking
the way jumkies do when they
need a fix. Her eroded face
suffuses a fire·bomb red, as if she
is choking on a pair of chile
pepper tonsils.
If I had any scruples, I'd stop
her. Something should be done
about this, it's negatively obscene!
Too late. The dime is in the slot.
There arc certain things that every
self·rospecting individual should
refuse to tolerate. She's tearing
the wrapper off the ico·crcam
with her tooth. This is definitely
an unhealthy sight. I hope there
are no children present. She's
sliding it into her mouth-awful!
-her eyes are misty-this has got
to cease, she's going too far.
WHO IS GOING to draw the
line between those eating
practices that arc merely
outrageous and those that are
emetic? Help those who stray;
she's working her jaw muscles
rhythmically, tho cream is running
down her lips. What good arc Jaws
if they don't protect us from
ourselves? Ugh, she's swallowing
now. I feel faint. What kind of
culture is this that these machines
arc not banned?

Science of Mind Center
REV LUIS DEL AGUILA, D.O.
Worship Sorvico 11 a.m.

Message:
"Change is Still
the Spice of Life"
EXTENSIVE METAPHYSICAL
BOOKSHOP OPEN DAILY
For Personal Consultations
Call 265-793g

Wednesday Meditation
Service 8 PM
LOCATION
3320 SAN PEDRO NE

Ranch

Open
10-10

120 Yale S.E.

Open
Sundays

Rl·pan \ \laiiiH'Il.lll<<.'
011

aJI forC'ign (·aro;

9oreign Car Specialisls
333 "''om in<! Blvd. ;.; E
Free i·.stimatcs
26'i·5901

a college student
need life insurance?

Free Parking

Phone
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Why does

Any Two
Only

~.·~·'·'•'·~·-~

nother student was cited for
driving while intoxicated at 11:50
p.m. Friday. He was booked in
city jail.
Two non-students were cited
Saturday night for DWI and riding

Tickets on sale at Popejoy Hall box office,
or from The June Music Festival,
P.O. Box 7277, Albuquerque, N.M. 87104
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BEAUX ARTS
TRIO

SLACK SHACK
2740

A s tudont was arrested for
disorderly conduct at 9:45 p.m.
last Friday and was booked in
county )·a,· I. Poli'cn' sai'd 'he
' stud"nt
'
had started up in a reckless
manner after stopping at a sign at
Cornell and Redondo. He was said
to have boon driving on the wrong
side of the road and became
belligerent when stopped by
police.

[ E_

THE

Open Daily 10a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday Night to 8 p.m.
Closed Sundays

•

Of the Lobo Staff

t'
b
orne 1me etween Saturday
and Tuesday, $26 was taken from
a cas!'' d rawer In
· th e Me d'1caI II
building,

contacted by a secretary. 'l'he
secretary told Kailey the ticket
must be paid.
Kailey feels the ticket was with a DWI and two other superior.
4a. Besides, my father was fat,
unjustified and is confident he non·students were cited for the
will win his case.
same charges Wednesday night. and his father before him. Why
"They have no case. I was not The four, all male, were booked in should I give up my heritage, my
city jail.
long traditions of heavy eating
in a section that had to have a
Campus police recovered a simply to please the prejudices of
permit and it was impossible to vehicle stolen from a student last the narrow-minded history
deposit money in the meter
b e c a u s e the me t e r was Friday at about midnight. The department? I believe it should
nonexistent."
vehicle was found parked in the meet me more than halfway since
Kailey will be represented in physics and astronomy parking I'm so handicapped in this
slim-oriented society!
the case by Doug Francis, an lot.
* * *
Larry S. (Slim) Lopez
attorney and visiting lecturer in
One bike was stolen this week
PS: For those of you interested
the Business School.
worth $177.50, It was taken
in forming a Fats Liberation
Saturday from Hokona-Zia.
Movement, contact me at the
ATLATL Club
Vandals broke into nearest restaurant,
Anyone interested in making
construction
vehicles near the
and using spear-throwers, darts
Library Support
and other Palco weapons contact Medical I building and scattered
Miles Linnabery, Hokdni Zuni several articles and equipment · We the undersigned
#232, 277-2474 or Dr. Hibben around the area last Friday. In wholeheartedly appreciate the
Anthropology Department,
' addition, $100 worth of hand work of the university library
tools wer(! missing.
staff in attempting to serve the
need~ of the a~a?emic community
despite the difficulties presented
by the purchase, cataloguing and
shelving of bond issue books.'
W<; un~erstand and appreciate
The June Music Festival presents
tho fmanc1al problems involved in
increasing library hours by almost
20 per cent.
We therefore call on the entire
academic community to support
the UNM library system both
orally and in letters of support to
Gov. Bruce King and the
legislature.
Signed; Sen, Mike Benavidez
Sen. Annetta Barnes, Sen. Larry
Abraham, Sen. Gil Gonzales V p
Janice Arnold, Sen. Paul G~o;i;
Sen. Debbie Vick, Sen. Dav~
Pederson, Carl Busse Library
" ... music making on the highest possible level ..."
Committee, and 'ASUNM
The New York Times
President Ross Perkal.

Other great savings throughout the store
for your holiday budget. Save on shirts,
slacks & all dress and casual wear.
Free Gift Wrap

By DENISE TESSIER

Popejoy Hall, 8:15 p.m., Mon., Jan. 14
Adults: $4.00 I Students: $2.00

All three groups are by a very well known,
famous maker. Mix or match colors, styles &
:Sizes for personal wear or holiday gift giving.

Any Two
Only

A UNM business student,
represented by a visiting lecturer
in Business Law, will go to court
to fio.ht a five dollar parkin" ticket
•
b
issued
by tho UNM Parking
Services.

·'

PANTS MADE TO A
DIFFERENT VISION

au
RED HOT
PANTS
•

1031 San Mateo S.E.

Ski Touring
Sales-Clinics
Service-Rentals

.~.~.~.: ~J.~.9...... ................... .SJn.~~

in the Mini Mall at

.,

171 0 Central SE

!

Feldman is Out; Sweeney May Be In
P~c-Eigh t,

By GREG f"ALIRE
Lobo Sports Edl!or

Jim SweeneY Was in
Albuquerque only one day, but he
did a good selling job on
unive~sity athletic authorities, and
~t th1s time looms as the most
hkely successor to Rudy Feldman,
who was officially released as
UNM's head football coach
yesterday,
Sweeney, presently the head
coach of Washington State in the

,

looked over UNM
athletic facilities and talked with
people in the athletic department
Tuesday.
"I called him and asked him to
come down with the approval of
the athletic council," incoming
athletic director Lavon McDonald
said yesterday.
Sweeney w as b i g h 1 y
recommended for the job even
though his teams have w'on 21
games, lost 42, and tied one
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during his six yems at Washington
State. Feldman, who bas been
head mentor at UNM over the
same period of time, bows out
after leading Lobo football teams
to a combined 24·37-3 mark.
Sweeney Recommended
"We asked him to come after
getting several recommendations,"
McDonald said. "We knew of him;
he's one of the top football men
in the country. We didn't know
that a man of his capabilities
would be interested in the job."
McDonald said that Stan Bates,
Commissioner of the WAC, had
recommended Sweeney highly as
had two prominent collegiate
coaches-one from the Southeast
Conference, the other from the
Puc-Eight. The new athletic
director brushed aside Sweeney's
losing record at Washington State
whose campus is located in th~
small town of Pullman, Wash.
"The way be developed the
football program at Washington
State is impressive considering th<
impossible recruiting system
Lhcr.e,, McDavid said. uHe had to
attract people to a town with two
drugstores and two restaurants.
"He built up a competitive
team in the strong Pacific Eight
Conference. Don't pay any
attention to the record; what they
say is no one else would have won
a game there."
• .
..
Commumcat10n Ab1hty
McDonald feels Sweeney,
whose team bad a 5-6 mark last

season, has a lot going for him
that doesn't show up in his
won-loss record. The main things
arc his ability to get people excited
about his football teams even
when they have losing records and
his ability to communicate with
people. Feldman was accused of
Jacking both these abilities.
"He's confident; he gets 8,000
people out for a pep rally,"
McDavid said. "He meets students
and faculties on Wednesdays,
going over the game films with
them. He leads the yells at the
basketball games.
"He is very effervescent. What
he is, is a salesman, and along with
that he's a sound football man
with an excellent staff."
If Sweeney does come to UNM,
he is expected to bring members
of his Washington State staff.
Sweeney seems to have
demonstrated his salesmanship
abilities in his brief visit to UNM.
What be did was sell himself.
McDonald used the word
"impressive" to describe the man
as did members of the athletic
council, Council member, Joe
Martinez, said that Sweeney had
impressed him and "has an
unusual personality." John
Bergen, another member, said that
anyone would have to be
impressed with him.
"He did not commit himself (to
conifng here)," Bergen added. "He
would probably have to consider
and compare his present position

and this position if the offer
remains."
Mandt fnterview
It is believed that Sweeney will
become the new coach if be wants
to be, though McDonald said be
and the athletic council would be
taking closer looks at some other
people. The athletic council wants
to in te rv i e w some- more
individuals and McDonald has no
objections to listening to what
other candidates have to say. Bill
Mandt, offensive coordinator
under Feldman, is scheduled for
an interview tomorrow, and
McDonald thinks that is
"appropriate." He feels Feldman's
top assistant should be
considered,
Chuck Clausen, a former Lobo
player who is now the offensive
line coach under Woody Hayes at
Ohio State, has been as highly
recommended for the job as
Sweeney. He has not been invited
here for an interview, however.
McDonald explains:
"I thought we bad one of tw.o
courses to take; we could go out
and get a head coach who had
proved himself or else a top
assistant who normally would be a
younger person. In the beginning
webavebeensemchingintbearea
of head coaches."
McDonald doesn't think that
having a coach from in-state is
that essential. He said "a good
recruiter can recruit anywhere,"
and the new AD feels Sweeney is
just that.

Tripleheader Is Coming
There will be a two-sport
trip I eheadcr at the Arena
Saturday night as Lobo fans get a
chance to sec the undefeated
varsity basketball team, the
undefeated JayVee basketball
team, and for the first time Coach
Ron Jacobsen's wrestling squad.
The action gets underway at
5:15 when Coach Dennis Hodges'
Wolfpack JayVees meet Ft. Lewis
College. At 7:30, the bigger
basketball boys host North
Dakota. Immediately following
tbe varsity contest, heavyweight
Mil ton Seals, Dave Romero
(126-pounds) and company
grapple Western State College of
Colorado, located in Gunnison,
Colo.
Jacobsen's wrestlers finished
seventh out of 17 teams at the
Arizona Invitational in Tuscan
last weekend. This will be their
first dual meet of the season. The
basketball JayVees are 4·0, having
defeated Highlands, NMSU, and
two local AAU teams. Hodges'

squad plays the Aggie JVs again
Tuesday, the smne day NMSU bas
its rematch with the varsity.
Norm Ellenberger's varsity
basketballers are 3-0 on the season
plus an exhibition win over
Athletes in Action. Center Bill
Hagins, who has hit 20-of-32 field
goal attempts in tbe three regular
season con tests, leads Lobo
scorers with 48 points (16 point
per game average). Bernard Hat·din
is second with 45 points, followed
by Gabe Nava (35), Mark Saiers
(30), and Rich Pokorski (28).
Pokorski got 20 of his points in
Wednesday's 111·83 win over
Cameron College in which the
Lobos set the UNM single-game
scoring record. Hagins is also the
top rebounder on the team with
29, while the forwards Saiers and
Hardin are second and third in
that category with 20 and 17
caroms, respectively.. The top
free-throw shooter is 7-2 Paul
Kruse, who is 6-for-6 from the
line (all against Cameron).

The North Dakota Fighting
Sioux, who are coached by Dave
Gunther, finished fourth last year
in the North Central Conference
with an 8-6 mark.

Joyous Christmas To You
Albuquerque
Community Church

')'.

~

.

'

;r,y:, .. • •__;

(a positive forward looking
interdenominational church)
Drive In, 9:15am each Sunday
Duke City Drive In
2701 Carlisle NE
Walk In, 11:00 am each Sunday
520() Marble NE

Now it's your move to come into our new store at
6605 Menaul {two doors west from our old store).
We feature sales and service on Bulova, Accutron,
Seiko and major brand watches. We specialize in
custom jewelry manufacture and offer complete
and unique jewelry lines and expert watch repair.
All work is done on the premises.

Kung Fu Battle: Bruce
Battle demor:.strates secret
Lob olan , defensive
techniques.

December 31, 9:00p.m.

"Jerusalem"

Billy Graham Film-Free
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FO·R G·n
AU00 WO•R1\S
COMPLETE FOReiGN CAR REI'/1\R

Expert Mechanics
Honest Prices
All work lv!ly guaranteed

4901 Gibson SE

268·9050

(one block west of San Mateo)
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UNM Ski Coach Says Material
To Win Nationals Is On Lobos
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Gymnasts Perform: Larry Chico and his UNM gymnastic
teammates will be performing in the Rocky Mountain
Open today and tomorrow. Chico, who was New York
State All-Around champ as a high school senior, is counted
on by the Lobos to aid the team in all events.

By DEL JONES
uwe have the IUaterial to Win
the N a tiona! skiing title this
yem," said Gem•ge B•·ooks, UNM
ski coach, "All we have to do is
put it all together."
Coach Brooks has a lot of good
talent to work with and though
they've been dry·land training
since September 17th he feels
they still have quite a ways to go
before any sure predictions will be
appropriate. But with nine
returning lettermen, fom· of them
sophomores the confidence is
clearly evident.
"We should repeat as CIAL
(Con trnl Intercollegiate Alpine
League) champions. From all
car I y i nd.ication we have the
toughest team ever," Brooks said.
Skiing has not yet become a
WAC sanctioned sport, probably
because of the geographical
locations of many of the
conference teams. 'l'he CIAL
includes one WAC school beside
UNM. and Colorado State.
HColorado State is a fine team,

Sports Calendar
Semester break will be here
soon, but it does not give a break
to UNM's basketball, gymnastics,
swimming, wrestling, and skiing
teams. All these teams will see
some action before spring
semester begins on Monday, Jan.
21, 1974. Their schedules (home
contests starred):
.J Basketball
*Sat., Dec. 1 North Dakota
here
*Tues., Dec. 11 New Mexico
State here
*Thur., Dec. 13 flouston.
Baptist here
*Sat., Dec. 15 Abiline
Christian (Abiline, Tex.)
*Fri., Dec. 21 Texas Tech
here
*Fri., Dec. 28 Lobo
Invitational Tournament
here; Bradley v. Minn.,
Columbia v. UNM.
*Sat., Dec. 29 Losers vs.
Losers, Winners vs. Winners
*Fri., Jan. 4 U tab here
*Sat., Jan. 5 BYU here
.J Gymnastics
Dec. 7-8 Rocky Mountain
Open (Denver, Colo.)
Dec, 26-30) Western Clinic
(Tucson)
Jan. 12 Odessa College
(Odessa, Tex.)
.J Swimming
·
Dec. 8 New Mexico State
(Las Cruces)
*Dec. 15 BYU, Arizona here
.J Skiing
Jan. 12•13 at Winer Park,
sponsor-Regis
Jan. 19-20 at Park City, Utah,
sponsor-Utah
.J Wrestling
*Dec. 8 Western State College
here (UNM Arena)
Jan. 7 at Arizona State
Jan. 8 at Long Beach State
Jan, 9 at Cal-State Fullerton
Jan. 10 at UCLA
Jan. 12 at Cal State
Bakersfield
Jan. 14 Arizona here 1'

Christmas
Holiday

at the Walk In Church
Cantata-"The Greatest Story Yet Untold"
John Clark presented for the public
Sunday, December 9, 7:00pm
Christmas Eve-Candlelight Communion
December 24, 7:00 pm
New Year's Eve-Watch Night
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8 Days

& Nights In

Monarch, Colorado
lncl All transportation-roombreakfast-and lift tickets
Hurry-Space Limited

1aoJ toui•'o"o'N.E.
256-9000-265-9008

Brooks. "We have three really
good women skiers."
The three women Brooks was
referring to are Chris Rauch,
Nancy Church and Begic
Bohanan.

Your mind is overeducated.
Your heart is undereducated.
And your body
isn't working
well at all.
You've spl.'!nt: 1:\ lot.
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Audubon Wildlife Films
HAWAII
Paradise of the Pacific
natural life & scenic wonders of the island

Wacky Picks
Jan. 3
Ariz. at Wyo.
ASU atCSU
Jan. 4
ASU at Wyo.
Utah atUNM
Jan. 5
Ariz. at CSU
BYU atUNM
Utah atUTEP
Jan. 11
UNM at Ariz.
UTEPatASU
Utah at Wyo.
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Friday Dec. 7-7:30

•

Del Jones

Greg Lalire

Russ Parsons

Ariz. 12
ASU7

Ariz. 9
ASU16

Ariz. 20
ASU 16

ASU12
UNMS

ASU 13
Utah 6

ASU 10
UNM6

Ariz. 6
UNM6
UTEP4

Ariz. 2
UNM2
Utah 7

Ariz. 10
UNM8
Utah 2

Ariz. 3
ASU 10
Utah 5

Ariz. 4
ASUll
Utah 6

Ariz. 2
ASU 14
Utah 6

tonights the night.
Nature lovers rally
at Popejoy
•1.00 Student Admission
Faculty Also Allowed
Reduced Rates for Multiple Admission Tickets.

Jan. 12
Ariz. 4
Ariz. 8
Ariz. 8
UTEP at Ariz.
ASU6
UNM4
ASU1
UNMatASU
Utah 4
BYU4
Utah 7
BYU at Utah
These three able prognosticators will be predicting all games
between WAC schools this basketball season. Greg Lalire was the
WACKY football pick winner, Russ Parsons was the loser while
Del Jones sat that one out and just watched to gain some
experience. Jones said, "Not really. I just wanted to give them a
chance."
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Ski Colorado-• 165

with many excellent areas to ski
up there," said Brooks. HThe
Rocky Mountain States have 12
of the 14 best ski teams in the
country.''
Leading the men's team will be
all-confet·ence champion last year
John Cottam. Cottam was second
in all conference two years ago.
Larry Brooks, younger brother of
the coach will also be an asset to
the ski team. Brooks was first in
all-conference two years ago but
sustained a knee injury and was
out most of last season.
"Larry's knee is cmnpletely
healed now," said Coach Bl'Ool<s.
"It shouldn't give him any
difficulty this yeor."
The four sophomores who
should he an asset this yem and
for three years to come are Ron
Bohannon, John Lidbury, Steve
(Snaltc) Stribling, and Chris
Wilson.
Coach Brooks also coaches the
women's ski team and is
enthusiastic about their chances.
"With a little work we're going
to have two good ski teams," said
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for all Students

Wednesday, December 12
1 :30-4:30 p.m.

Dean of Students
Southwest Wing, Mesa Vista Hall

Refreshmeats will he served.
See you there!!
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Try our Mexican/Anierican'Family Favorites

A7ilsfzt~o

13e8n tletrrito
,l'nD Pnh,t

1830 LOMAS N.E.
2308 EUBANK N.E.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rotce: lOc per word, $1,00 minimum.
Torma: Poyment must be moclc In full
:t>rfor to lnacrtiOTJ of odvcrtlscment.
WhQrc: Journalism Dulldlng, Room 205.
1)

PERSONALS

4)

RIDE WAN'fED to Detroit or thercnbouta.
Defore Clulstmns. Call Kathy, 277-2470.
12/7
JUNE IS BORN of sweet showers and o
Jnttor Mny day; 11 Jewel I ~;~tol!l from o
_!!.u_a~o ()f wurm_~rcath.
12/7
HAPPY HlR'I'I-IDAY to the Grand Dink.
We love you Jockle.
12/7
I NimP A GOOD used snow alii bog,
Colleen, 277-£l476.
12/7
SWLT.. YOtlR used clothing to tho Rug
Shopno· Female, GOOD CONDI'I'ION
ONLY' ':•n Mateo nnd Indian School

N1

1V7

WHNr•r vmJn IQ 7 E, , self-scoring
test 1
umar.ing facts about your
men tr.
• aonnJity nnd nblllties. Accurncy b~ ••.,.. than 09.9 nerccnt. Send $2gunrto.nte .1, No COD'H. Afllt for 27 ways
to iuo .. ,, e your JQ, $2. ROCO Mnll
Mall, i 1 Hermosa N.E., Dept, ID12,
~~uq•• I .5!,!1C,__N.M, 8712_5.
12~7
NEEDY. .-STUDENT TU'I'OR for high
Hchoo, chemistry atudcnt, N.E. lights.
orca. 298·1766.
12/7
LOOKING FOR 2-Bedroom house to rent.
Also need someone to share rent, female
preferred, Call 24.2-7173 mornin~.IJ:.22/7
I NEim A PLACE to live, pronto I Prefcrnbiy ncar UNM. Contact Mlchncl
Dlnkc at 260-3433.
12/7
PIIOTOGRAPIIEIVS FIGURE MODEL
.for amateur :t>hotogrnphcr using blnck
& white medium. $3·$6/hr, Call 821-3!!86
nrtcr li p,m,
12/7

or b11 mall
Clnaalfled Advertlafn~r
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

FOR RENT

5l

FOR SALE

5)

THE NEW CITADEl~ APTS.-cfficlcncy
nnd one bedroom, $130-$166, utilities
paid. Mod furnlshlngij, plush cu.rpeting,
diHhwashera, dlsposu.Js IIWimmfng pool,
Jnundry room, recreation room. Walking
distance to UNM, ~;:orncr of University
nnd Indian School NE. 243·2494. 12/7
COLUMDTAN·WES'l', l bloclt to UNM,
new & hcltUtiful spacious luxury apart·
menta. 20!! Columbia S.E. 1 & 2 bedrooms, furnished & bflla paid, from
$165,00, Itccreatlon rooma, awlmmlng
pool, dishw011hers, dlsnoscrs. security
nnd rcfrig, nir. Mgr. 268-8934 or 208·
12/7
1006.
'l'V HEPAIR. Free estimates, Service cnll
$3, Student discount. 765-1054.
12/7
LUCAYA HOUSE SOUTII Lead & Maple
SE. Jrrom $121i per montl1. Large 1 BR,
2 DR, & efficiencies, Private balconlm,
parking, full-security building..!. completely
furnished, re!rigeru.ted nlr. ~;u.ll Jim at
84 3-7632,
tfn
BOSQUE PI~AZA APARTMENTS, Adobe
Stylc-1 & 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.Utll!tlco Included. Pool, KWI barbeque,
large balconies, snuna, ref, air, 10 min.
from UNM. Wnterbeds ncrmltted. From
$160.00, 8201 Marquette NE)-260-6071.
Students & pro!essom welcome Ill
CAMPUS SPECIAL I N.E. 2-bcdroom,
completely furnished. Sin~les welcome.
Only $116. (00-8) Rcmtex, 266-7991. $26
fcc.
12/7
APT. FOR RI•lN'l'. Lnrge, !-bedroom •
Smull net nllowcd, li min, from UNM.
205·6279 or 26/i-4298.
12/7

Buffington Photos

FOR SALE

I . LOYDS STEREO receiver. 2 Lloyda
speakers. P11nW1onlc turntable. Stereo
8-trnck tnpe deck, $125, Call after 5.
262·0470.
12/7
WHILE THEY LAST. }Jack issues o! the
Dally Lobo are sold Cor 1Oc eo.ch In Student Publications Bualnctlll Olflce room
205, Journalism Building.

Gl

DODGI~

VAN, m1mt ocll-20 miles per
1.mllon. 247-1181}, 842-2744.
12/7
AFGHANS, 4 month, 4 blnck ntnles,
~.c., T£:111!• ,J.!:_O_~:.,..!!,G7-2744,
1211
FIHEWOOD & COAL. Pnlo Duro Wood·
yard. UNM Student. 242-8170 or 84212/7
0080.
MOVING! Absolutely mu.~t aell 1971 Triumph 660 Ilonncvillc, $650 Cheap, AI,
255-1613, 842-9881,
12/7
FOHD '66 MUSTANG eonvertlblc. Good
rondltion, four new tires. $600 or best
of]'er. Cnll 277-5188. Mll8t aclll
12/7
JEWEI~RY Specinlh;ing in custom cngnf{cment & wedding sets, Chu.rlle Ro·
mcro. 268·3896.
21" Co.lor Console TV. $126 • .B/W Portable,
$36. Guaranteed. 766-1064,
12/7
QUALITY SOUND, Large size Advent
spcnlcers, $160,00, Neg., Mike. 266-175G.
12/7
1070 HONDA 360 needs work, $100. Cnll
after 6. 262-0470,
12/7
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR BICYCJ.ING
PEOPLE. Dooks cycling clothes, occesRorie.~. Quality bicycles at lowest prices,
Hallett Cycles, 266-1702.
12/7
30 PORTABLE TV's. $25 to $60. 441
Wyomln~ NE. 255·5087.
2/21
CAMERA, Polnrold, model 420. With
flnsh, Used once. Cnll 247-0065.
12/7

FOR SALE

GARRARD AT60 turntable, 4-speetl, new
cartridge & diamond stylus. 266-4885,
12/7
SEARS
Forccust
12-mnnunl
TYPEWRITER. Call 266-4886,
12/7
CASSETTE R.ecorcicrR, $10 up, Turquoise
Rings, $!l to $12. Gunrunner Pnwn, 3107
Centrnl N.E.
12/7
PAR'l'Y DRESSES for sale. One long
yellow formal. Inexpensive. 208-4823.
12/7

Photographs by Mel Buffington
are now on display in the ASA
Gallery in the SUB. The show will
run through Dec, 18 with hours
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

EMPLOYMENT

1974 SUMMER JOBS open to men intcr-

l"'ted In counseling !or Clmarroncita
noys Camps' 13th Sl'ru!On, Need Instructors Cor handcrnfta, tennis, teamsports,
swimming, or N.R.A. riflr:!ry. For in·
!ormu.tion, call 242-3448, noon to 3:00
12/7
weekdaye.
WANTED BABYSITTER for, four children at Tao.~ Ski Valley, week of Jan.
12 th.ru Jnn. 20, 1974. 298·4823,
12/7
OVERSEAS JOHS-Austrnlia. Europe, S,
Amerka, Africn. Students nil professions
nnd occupations, $'100 to $3000 monthly,
Exvcnaes paid, overtime, sightseeing,
Free
lnformntlon.
Write:
TRANS
WORJ..D RESEARCH, Dept. A26, P.O.
Box 603, Corte Madero. Ca. 94925. 12/7

7)

Have a Ball
at the
Basket Shop!

MISCELLANEOUS

FOOD AND HEALTH Improvement.
drive be~tlna Thurs., Dec. 13lh at 7:00
p.m. at Firat Nntlonnl Dank at Centrnl
& San Mateo. Will discuss "Humnn
Garbage Dispoanl" .an. d. the ''Good" food
we ent. De thero for some good infonnntion.
12/7
GROOVY OLD CLOTHES, bendcd bu.gs,
nll kinds or old stuff. Remember us In
Corrales? Now Dyrd's Antiques, 333
Osunn N.W. 346-3097.
12/7
TIIUNDERDffiD MAGAZINE Is taking
submissions for the nerl Issue. Dring
them to room 201i JoQrnallsm.
HAWAII'S NATURAL Beauty, Come and
enjoy it I Audubon Wildlife Film, Friday,
Dec. 7th, 7 :30, Popejoy Hall.
12/7
PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE
forming.
Tnught by art-oriented, professionnl.
One three-hour lecture weekly, Individual
darkroom instruction. HCllvy practice In
excellent darkroom near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field trips. Limited to
eight very serious persons, beginners or
Intermediate. Starting around Feb. 1st.
Fllls fast, so reserve a place now. Details: 205·2444.
12/7

The largest chest measurement
was in the extreme case of Robert
Earl Hughes of Monticello,
Illinois, which measured at 124

or
Chairs, Couches, Tables, Hampers, Glasses, Teapots, Picnic
Baskets, Wood Chimes, Hibachi, Rumph Mugs, Carved Coconut Heads, Bamboo Curtains,
Woven Doormats, Hammocks,
Bar Stools, Victorian Rattan
Furniture, Posters, Madras
Spreads,
Lamps,
Ashtrays,
Candles, Incense, Baskets, Baskets, Baskets! And More!

CoronadoCcntcr296-5559
Old Town Plaza 842-8022

~h1e~si.........................~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~

DELICIOUS FOOD - rennonably priced;
12 :00·1: 15, Mon.-Fri.: Canterbury ChaP·
cl, 425 University N.E.
tfn
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
hnvc friends who cnrc nt Birthright.
247-9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In pcrnon nt the Lobo, room
lli8 of Student Publfcntlonu.

Central & San Pedro SE
andelaria NE

LOST & FOUND

2)

10%

FOUND: Turquoise ring, lend & Cornell,
208·3107.
12/7
LOST ACTIVITY CARDS. Willinm and
Doris Dnsilc. Rcwnrd, No questions. 842!!828.
12/7
FOUND-:r.IAN'S BLACK, metnl lunch
box on 12/0. Claim at Journalism Bldg.
Room 206A.
12/7
FOUND: A Levi's denim Jacket w/cloth
lining In Rnt. 101, Mitchell Hall (lecture
hall) about a month ago, Coil 277-4595.
12/7
FOUND: GEOLOGY 102 NOTEBOOK.
G. R. Clark. Claim in Tint. 205 Journal-

ALCULATOR
large

ism.

3)

4)

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM APT., 10-minute wnlk
from UNM, .$80.00. 265•8126,
12/7
UNFURNfSHED APARTMENT, 3 blocks
from UNM. 2-bedroom, fully carpeted,
singles O.K. $175.00 per month. 268·
12/7
0121.
1962 CHEVROLET tlnt truck, goocl running order, 243-6073.
12/7
NEAT LONGHAIR COUPLE looking for
same to share large house, 292•0078,
12/7
evenings.
.
ROOMMATE for 4-bedroom house 3 blocks
froin' UNM. $50. 842-0820.
12/7

S~lection

Pocket, AC-DC,
AC Only,
DC Only
Up to 14 Digit

SERVICES

FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP-Auto
Jife, Renter's, Flre. Call Joe Allen. 2920511.
12/7
HYPNOSIS: A scientific mental technique
for study-improvement, cOTJfidcncc, and
control. For n free informative brochure
write or l'nll: Center for Hypno.~is,
Lomas Mcdlcnl Office Plaza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomns N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.
87112. 292-0370.
12/7
LOW CAR INSURANCE RATES for married students. Cnll 298-5491 nnd ask for
Dick Alexander.
12/7
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program offers legal services
for students and staff, Furnbhcd by
qualified law students under faculty BU·
pervislon. Availability limited to those
whose nsseta and income do not exceed
established £Uiclellnes. 60c registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 lor Information and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
trn
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, application photographs. Close, buick, sane,
2812-A Central SE. Behind Butterflelds,
266-9957,
ttn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, . fast, pleasing.
Ncar UNM. Cnll 265-244-l or come to
12/7
1717 Girard N.E.
MR. HANDY: ''We have the men & the
know-ho\V," 898·9011.
12/7
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
During vacation or 'llext semester. 2680677, 765·5765.
12/7

off

A knockout
of
a
movie
A superb and enthralling,
unforgettable film.

~ ces.rv

Sat. & Sun.
Matinee
1 :20, 3:25, 5:30

I urge it strongly
on everyone
The film can hardly be more timely.
An intelligent and highly provocative
movie. - ABC•TV

Brilliant
The most engrossing and mature
film of many a year. You owe it to
yourself to see it. ·JudolhCrosl NBC•1V

ASUNM
Duplicating Center
Ray Chavez, Manager

I

Mon. & Wed.
9:30-10:30 a.m.
1:00-4:00 p.tn.

Tues.

·.I

Thurs.
8:00-11:00 a.m.
12:00-5:00 p.m.

Fd.

8:00-11:00 a.1n.
12:00-2:00 p.m.
3:30-5:00 p.m.

8:00-9:30 a.m.
I :00-3:30 p.m.

Xerox Machine

Duplicator. or Mime

3¢ per copy, l 0 or over
4¢percop~under 10

8!12 x II, 4 copies for 1¢
- 8V2 x 14, 3 copies for 1¢

E
from Cinema 5

.~

Cuild
theatre
3405 CENTRAL NE 265•0220

